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ABSTRACT:
In addition to get enjoyable and pleasure, reading novel we will getting knowledge. We know about social customs of a culture, people, personality even understanding others. Some novels show the character or attribute of prominent figure is the representation of the content of its novel. Most novels offer fictional stories about wisdom, heroism, humanity, love and life itself. This paper is meant to show what are the main characters in this novel. In order to analyze the writer uses a novel The Notebook as the research material. The Notebook is an achingly tender story about the enduring power of love, a story of miracles that will stay with you forever. Set in the beauty of coastal North Carolina in 1946. To support the research the writer takes any reference from the internet and library research and giving conclusion about the findings. Only two characters will be analyzed in this paper, Noah Calhoun and Allie Nelson characters. Based on analysis by psychological approach, the main characters in The Notebook that has significant parts in this novel are systematic and well organized.